In this work is proposed a method using orthogonal matrix transform properties to encrypt and decrypt a message. It will be showed how to use matrix's functions to create complex encryptions.
INTRODUCTION
In several works about cryptography, matrix is used as an application that a vector of plaintext is transform in a vector of ciphertext and, to decrypt, the reverse of the application is used. So, giving a message M and a encoding matrix A, the encrypted message is giving by X=A*M. To decrypt, the reversal matrix is used, so the original message is giving by M=A -1 *X.
Other works described the application of Quadratic forms because the inverse of nonsingular matrices of higher order is much difficult [2] .
Orthogonal matrices have several properties that make them interesting to diagonalize and find its reverse. This paper proposes a method to encrypt and decrypt a message using the properties of these matrices. Some of these properties will be used and are quicker than other matrix method to decrypt:  Fast inversion  Real eigenvalues  Orthogonal eigenvector
METHOD
Let be A an orthogonal matrix. Because A is orthogonal, A is diagonalizable, and can be written as a product of matrix, one of them a diagonal matrix.
It will be showed how to encrypt using exponential of matrix, so firstly, let's see how to compute the exponential of a matrix. So, A=C Their product A*B will also be and orthogonal matrix: * = cos Θ 1 + Θ 2 −sin Θ 1 + Θ 2 sin Θ 1 + Θ 2 cos Θ 1 + Θ 2
Being A*B orthogonal, any matrix A and B orthogonal give an A*B orthogonal, so the decomposition is not unique.■ An exponential function is used because is a one-to-one function and it's well-defined in  and it's invertible in all . So, the one-to-one function is the relationship between the plaintext space (PT) and the ciphertext space (CT):
The encryption of the message will be done by blocks, so each plaintext block will be encrypt in a cyphertext block, as it's shown: Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 PT1 PT2 PT3
CT1 CT2 CT3
As it will see later, the n-cipher block will be encrypted in a C-space given by C n . Let be C the matrix transform from the plain-text to the ciphertext firstspace.
PT  CT (1) Using several times the matrix transform, the ciphertext of the n-th space will be computed:
PTCT (1) Because after n-th times the n-th power of C n =I, it's not necessary to compute all n-power of C.
So, if k is the order of C: We will use a exponential function as operator because it's a one-to-one function (trigonometric functions aren't one-to-one) and it's well defined in ℝ. Firstly, because it's been chosen blocks of 4 letters (matrix 4x4), the word will be split in blocks of 4 letters: Once that C has been chosen and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, it will be create the vectors on the space cryptographic. To decrypt the cipher-block, once the system has received the cipher-blocks, it can decrypt by the reverse process.
To decrypt, the receiver receive k pub . Because he has k priv , he can compute C=k priv *k pub .
To decrypt the cipher-block, once the system has received the cipher-blocks, it can decrypt by the reverse process: Because, to encrypt it was used the matrix C and its reverse, whereas to decrypt, only one time is necessary, some values can be negative. So, because all values will be considered positive, absolute values of components will be considered: Using the values of the table (see Appendix), for each value it can be found the exponent of exponential, so find the value of the plaintext. So, for T 1 : 15e 3 : Exponent 3, so, the first character is "C" 22e 18 : Exponent 18, so, "R" The cipher-blocks will be:
And the text "CRYPTGORAPHY" will be decrypted.
It could be possible to use a permutation matrix in the way to change the values of the output, and make more difficult an attack. So, for example, using the matrix P To decrypt the message, let's take the inverse matrix: And, using the same procedure showed before, the system can find the vectors T i .
So, the plaintext message will be:
"CRYPTOGRAPHY"
ATTACK
Suppose that attacker receives the encrypt text of "CRTYP" Because the encryption is based on combinations, attacker must found a combination of exponentials to find 21 and 18 (and only if he knows that there's exponentials). Even so, the way would be trying several values of a and b in sense that, knowing c, a*e b =c. But, the second block cipher is like:
And the method used for decrypt the first block won't be possible in this case because in this case the matrix is C 2 , so the attacker must use the same method but for a different matrix.
Because each character is codified by an exponential e [char] , in sense that, A is codified by e, B, by e 2 and so on, there's not linear combinations, and that difficult much more an attack by frequencies. Also, the final cyphertext is a combination of several ciphers, so it will be very difficult to separate them (ex, 21 18 + 15 3 is the combination of encryption of letters "C" and "R"). The matrix permutation P changes the position of each cyphertext, and that makes more difficult to decrypt the message without P.
EXTENSIONS
The method proposed can be extended to other function rather than exponential (hyperbolic sinus and hyperbolic cosines). Because there's a relationship between exponential function and hyperbolic functions, the same method could be applied.
It has shown that, for the exponential function,, the matrix is:
So, using hyperbolic sinus:
Because the sinh is not periodic in , it can be also used as the same method seen before.
CONCLUSSIONS
In this work, it has showed how to use Hermitian matrix to encrypt and decrypt messages by cipher-block. Because each cipher-block is a linear combination of several cipher-blocks, it makes much difficult to plain an attack. Using the properties of hermitian matrix, it will be faster to calculate the reverse of the matrix to generate the ciphertext and the plaintext. 39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50   30  2,5978E+18  7,0616E+18  1,9195E+19  5,2178E+19  1,4184E+20  3,85548E+20  1,04803E+21  2,84884E+21  7,74394E+21  2,10502E+22  5,72204E+22  1,5554E+23   31  2,6844E+18  7,2969E+18  1,9835E+19  5,3918E+19  1,4656E+20  3,984E+20  1,08296E+21  2,9438E+21  8,00207E+21  2,17519E+22  5,91277E+22  1,6073E+23 
